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Note: The spelling "Kennicott" is used for a place, the former mine headquarters and concentrator town in the Wrangell Mountains, Alaska. The town is next to the correctly spelled Kennicott Glacier. "Kennecott" is used for the mines above the town or the mining company, Kennecott Copper Corporation (KCC). It is sometimes difficult to be consistent in use of the alternative spellings.

In late February of 1915, Earl Dunkle and his bride of about two months, Florence, nee Hull, mushed across the ice of upper Cook Inlet into the village of Knik, Alaska. Earl was a geologist and engineer. Before her marriage, Florence had been the secretary of Stephen Birch in Cordova and Kennicott, Alaska. Earl was on his way to the Broad Pass region, at the head of the Chulitna, to make a mining examination for his employers, the Alaska Syndicate. The examination seemed warranted: By the previous November, twenty-five prospectors or companies had staked claims sufficient to blanket a strip of land eight miles long by one-half mile wide. The promoters were describing the belt as the "Rand of Alaska." About four tons of equipment and supplies, some shipped the previous fall, awaited Dunkle at Knik. Certain critical items, perhaps assay or mining gear, were, however, missing. The deficiency was serious enough that the Dunkles decided to return to Seward for the missing items.

Earl and Florence mushed a few miles down the inlet to ice-free Goose Bay and Captain Sam Cramer's gas boat Traveler. The trip began easily enough. The first stop was only across the inlet to a cabin at the mouth of Ship Creek (present day Anchorage). The next day the Traveler was caught in pack ice at the restriction in the inlet at the Forelands. It moved in and out with the tide for the next five days, making only a few miles progress each day. After escaping the ice trap, the Traveler should have taken only two more days to round the Kenai Peninsula and motor up Resurrection Bay to Seward. Instead it took five more days under gale conditions. Once, Captain Cramer, only comfortable in the protected waters of Cook Inlet, tried to pull into a shallow bight thinking it an anchorage. Dunkle talked him out of the attempt. Again, after turning the corner toward Seward, Dunkle convinced Cramer to hold a course into Port Dick, a calm anchorage, through tidal rip seas running to thirty-five feet. On the last part of the trip, Florence was able to keep only a "couple of oranges" down. Such travails were a normal part of Dunkle's life. He survived ship and train wrecks, at least eight forced aircraft landings and made many more solo crossings of frigid glacial streams than anyone should have attempted.

From 1910 to 1929, Wesley Earl Dunkle's primary employer was Alaska Development and Mineral Company, the exploration arm of the Alaska Syndicate and, later, Kennecott Copper Company (KCC). At times, he worked for the related Beatson Copper Company, Midas Copper Company, Bering River Coal Company, and KCC or its direct operating predecessor, the Kennecott Mines Company. Some of the work for KCC was for its wholly owned subsidiary, the Alaska Steamship Company. Newspapers of the time often reported that Dunkle worked for the Syndicate or the "Guggies" or Guggenheims. In 1953, Dunkle recorded nine reel to reel tapes with a long time Kennecott friend, Henry Watkins. Charles Caldwell Hawley has been a hard-rock geologist, with an interest in history, since 1952. He is continuing research on Dunkle to produce a full-scale biography.
Kennecott Mine Staff, Ca. 1914. (Dunlde is third from right; Stephen Birch is to Dunlde's immediate left; W. H. Seagrave is next left to Birch. Frank Rumsey Van Campen is far left). Author’s collection; same as University of Alaska - Fairbanks, Helen Van Campen Album UAF74-27-427.

Wesley Earl Dunlde was born on the 4th of March, 1887, at Clarendon, Pennsylvania. The Dunldes were a family of South German origin who had come to the New World in the 1730s. Just before the War of 1812, Earl's great-grandfather and three brothers crossed the Appalachians to the Clarion River region in the fertile Allegheny Plateaus of northwest Pennsylvania. Although earlier Dunkles were literate and English speaking, Earl's father, John Wesley, was of the first Dunkle generation to earn a formal collegiate education.4

Dunlde's family called him Earl. Friends, including his college classmates, used nicknames, "Dunk" or "Bill." Earl attended public schools in Warren, Pennsylvania, only a few miles from his birthplace. He entered Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University in 1905 and graduated with a Ph.B. degree, mining specialty, in 1908. Dunlde took general honors in his junior year, was inducted into the National Scientific Honoraty Fraternity, Sigma Xi, and was his class vice-president in his senior year, 1908.5 At Yale, Dunlde excelled in athletics. His main sport was crew, but, with three other men, he annually sponsored and participated in a decathlon for the entertainment of his fellow students.6 Music was another interest. At Yale, he joined the Freshman Mandolin and Banjo Clubs. (In 1927, he played flute in duets with Florence’s piano at Contact, Nevada. He still played flute in 1953 at Colorado Station, Alaska.)

The class of 1908 was one of Yale’s best mining classes. Fifty-one men entered in 1905 in either pre-mining or metallurgy.8 Based on their later careers several men, including Dunlde, were exceptional. Two of them, David D. Irwin and H. D.
(Dewitt) Smith, worked with Dunkle at Kennicott before the zenith of their own mining careers in Africa, where they again met Dunkle. Henry Carlisle had a long and distinguished mining consulting career. Dunkle’s best friend, Howard “Parker” Oliver, developed oil fields and mines in Mexico. After the properties were expropriated in 1922, Oliver stayed active in Mexican-American affairs for the balance of his life.9

Dunkle began his mining career in the iron mines of the Mesabi Range in Minnesota. As early as August, 1908, he found employment at the huge Canisteo mine.10 At Canisteo, Earl read a magazine article describing the construction of a railroad into the interior of Alaska to tap fabulously rich copper ore of the Bonanza lode.11 He vowed, someday, to go to that northern territory. The opportunity arrived quickly. The following year, Dunkle made his way to Ely, Nevada to work at the McGill smelter. While there, he acquired the assayer’s position at the Veteran shaft mine. The assayer’s job proved invaluable to Dunkle because the mine manager at Veteran was W. H. Seagrave. Seagrave, in turn, had connections to Guggenheim consultants John Hayes Hammond and Pope Yeatman. Seagrave had been one of Hammond’s mine superintendents at the Robinson Deep mine in the Witwatersrand gold fields of South Africa.12 The Guggenheim’s were the operating component of the Alaska Syndicate. The Syndicate had just purchased the Beatson copper mine in Alaska’s Prince William Sound. Probably on the advice of Yeatman, Seagrave was sent to manage Beatson. In July 1910, Seagrave sent for Dunkle. Although his initial assignment was at the Beatson mine, within a few days of his arrival in Alaska, Dunkle had the opportunity to visit the Copper River project at Childs Glacier near the Million Dollar Bridge and meet Stephen Birch.13 In the fall of 1911, Seagrave was moved to Kennicott as general manager of the Bonanza mine.
At the end of 1911, Dunkle received his first senior professional assignment. He succeeded J. F. Erdletts as engineer for the Alaska Development and Mineral Company. As the field exploration engineer, or scout, Dunkle examined properties for acquisition by the Syndicate and watched competitive companies. He also had responsibility for geologic studies at the Wrangell Mountain mines. In 1954, Dunkle wrote, referring back to his first mining job in Minnesota, “Four years later I found myself engaged in making the first detailed geologic study of the ore occurrences at Kennecott and was holding down the job of field exploration engineer for the Morgan-Guggenheim interests”.14

Either job, mine geologist or scout, would have been sufficient for most men. From 1912 through 1916, Dunkle examined at least 106 mining properties for Alaska Development and Mineral Company. In addition to properties in the Prince William Sound and the Wrangell Mountains, Dunkle examined properties in southeastern Alaska, in Cook Inlet, and the Kenai Peninsula. In 1913, he examined twenty-five properties in three districts in British Columbia with commodities ranging from iron and coal to silver and lead-zinc as well as ten properties in different parts of Alaska. Dunkle’s examinations included the expedition to Broad Pass, briefly noted at the start of this account, and a two-month long solo trek through the newly discovered Chisana goldfield. He examined one gold property, the Thomas, in the Culrose district of Idaho.15 On his travels, Dunkle went by foot, boat, horseback, and in winter by dog-team or snowshoe. The KCC owned Copper River and Northwestern Railway provided a railway pass, or, occasionally, a track for Dunkle’s own locomotion on a tricycle “speeder,” as captured on film by a long time friend Helen Van Campen.16 (Helen was the wife of Frank Rumsey Van Campen, a mine su-
perintendent at Beatson.) It was an extremely active
time in Alaska with hundreds of small prospecting
ventures throughout the Prince William Sound and
Wrangell areas. Typically, Dunkle's expenses were
only about $10 per month because someone was al­
ways willing to feed and house him, if he did not
sleep on the trail.17

Some of the early property examinations re­
ained in Dunkle's mind because of concurrent hap­
penings. He was at W. A. Dickey's copper prospect
in Landlocked Bay when word came of the sinking of
the Titanic in April of 1912.18 Six weeks later, he
made a quick trip to the Willow Creek District north
of Cook Inlet, then headed out the Alaska Peninsula
to Chignik. At Chignik, he boarded the 390 ton
steam-sailer Dora, nicknamed the "Bull Terrier of
Alaska," to return to Cordova by way of Unga Is­
land. At one o'clock on the afternoon of June 6,
1912, as the Dora made the turn towards Kodiak,
Dunkle was on the stern talking to Captain McMul­
len when a volcanic mountain erupted at Katmai. By
7 P.M. the sky was totally dark and the Dora was
covered by as much as eighteen inches of coarse

pumice. The vessel became the temporary home to
thousands of exhausted birds confused by the vol­
canic storm. Back in Cordova Dunkle gave the first
scientific observations of the eruption to a reporter
for the Cordova Daily Alaskan.19

Between scouting trips, Dunkle's bases were Seat­
tle, Washington, Cordova, or the mines in the
Wrangell Mountains. Although Dunkle's later care­
er had greater engineering and mining successes, the
very productive period 1912-1915 was the highlight
of Dunkle's career as a geologist. He was involved in
the discovery of the Jumbo ore body, in the contro­
versy on the origin of chalcocite, and in a strangely
related problem, the acquisition of the Mother Lode
property.

When Dunkle first went to Kennicott in the fall
of 1912, the Bonanza was still the only known ore
body. There were claims along the Jumbo fissure,
but the fissure was essentially barren of copper on the
outcrop. At the time, Stephen Birch wanted one
more opinion on the geologic controls of ore, as it
was important to claim location and assertion of ex­
tralateral rights.20 (The earliest staked claims in the
Kennicott area followed the contact of the Nikolai Greenstone and the Chitistone Limestone, where there was common weak copper mineralization. The Bonanza, though, was well above the base of the Chitistone formation, and lay in a northeast fissure almost at right-angles to the contact.)

A young geologist-engineer, Ocha Potter, working for a small rival company, Houghton-Alaska-Exploration of Michigan, was sure the control was in the fissures: "... we made our way across a small glacier and over the mountain arriving at the mine about 1:30 A.M. The mine crew was sleeping and there were no guards. I had brought candles and we climbed down the one small shaft and thoroughly inspected the deposit, with consciences untroubled by the graduate mining engineer's professional ethics."

"The ore was rich beyond belief... I decided the ore body ran across the mountain range and not parallel to a limestone-greenstone contact as described in all the official literature on the subject. If I were right, then the Kennecott claims had not been properly staked and government mining regulations would limit mining to their side lines only, a few hundred feet down."

Dunle quickly confirmed the Potter view: The ore bodies were controlled by nearly vertical northeast trending fissures, not the formational contact. Theory was applied to practice in the discovery of the Jumbo ore body. Because of the incredibly steep topography near the ore bodies, and the almost vertical orientation of the ore within the fissures, the most effective way to prospect was to drive openings parallel to northeast fissures and periodically drill or crosscut over to the structure. At the Jumbo, the drive began in the wall of, and parallel to, the nearly barren fissure exposed at the surface of the Jumbo claim. At about 300 feet into the mountain, miners crosscut over to the fissure and found about a foot of chalcocite. Turning their heading back toward the outcrop, the crew blasted one round. The new blasted face exposed three-feet of chalcocite in the fissure. After a second round, the miners uncovered a face full of chalcocite, "and the place looked like a coal mine." Continuing their drive back toward the surface, the crew stayed in solid chalcocite for 120 feet where the ore terminated against a fault, nearly parallel to the bedding. Crosscutting at the fault disclosed an ore...
body eighty feet across of nearly pure chalcocite. Dunkle calculated an apparent value of the ore as $26 million.

Shortly after making this prediction, Dunkle was back in New York having lunch with Birch at company headquarters when Murry Guggenheim arrived. Dunkle began discussing the discovery of the Jumbo, soon realizing that Guggenheim had not heard of it. In retrospect, Dunkle was awe-struck about a mining enterprise so large that the discovery of one of the great ore bodies in the history of mining—the Jumbo—was not considered particularly newsworthy at headquarters. The discovery was, however, noticed by others. The discovery of the Jumbo ore body occurred a short time before the organization of KCC from the holdings of the Alaska Syndicate. The existence of a second rich ore body at Kennicott, and the high World War I price of copper, upheld the price needed by the original incorporators to recoup their original investment.

The Jumbo discovery was the result of a good geologic theory and diligent work by practical miners, led by W. H. Seagrave and general mine foreman, Melvin Heckey, a miner for whom Dunkle had the highest regard. The chalcocite and Mother Lode problems had both scientific and human roots. Up until about 1915, the mineral chalcocite, a mineral containing almost eighty percent copper, was almost universally regarded as a secondary mineral. Secondary or supergene minerals form near the earth’s surface: Copper and other metals are dissolved above the water table and reprecipitated as they react with the ore below the water table. Chalcocite forms as a replacement of bornite or chalcopyrite, minerals with appreciably less copper, below the water table.

At Bingham, Utah and at Ely, Nevada chalcocite was secondary. As the mines deepened, the copper ore grade dropped. The primary ores underneath the chalcocite blankets at Bingham and Ely were, then, too lean to be mined. Would the same thing happen to the rich chalcocite ores at Kennicott?

Stephen Birch engaged one of the leading geologists of the time, L. C. Graton of Harvard University, to find out. Graton, in turn, used the new technique—examination of polished opaque minerals under reflected light—to make the determination. Graton’s conclusion was that the chalcocite at Kennicott formed by the replacement of bornite, and that it was secondary. The implication was that the mines would become much leaner with depth. Graton’s view was a bombshell, as the economics of the Kennicott, Alaska mines depended upon shipping almost pure chalcocite ore or concentrate to the remote smelter at Tacoma, Washington.

The young geologist, Dunkle, did not use microscopic science. His observations underground suggested that there was no change in mineralogy with depth. The chalcocite looked like a “primary” vein mineral. He assumed the grade of ore would hold with depth.

Graton’s bomb was dropped just as another problem, that of the Mother Lode, was emerging. The Mother Lode was about 4,000 feet northeast of the Bonanza, and on the same apparent trend. It was discovered in 1906 by Warner and Smith, the discoverers of the original Bonanza. The deposit was claimed by Warner and Smith and a partner, Oscar Sale. Soon afterward, Sale had a freak accident in which he was washed under the ice on the Chitina and only saved by luck when he found a hole downstream. The accident affected Sale mentally; shortly thereafter, Sale disappeared and was never heard from again. His disappearance affected the title to the Mother Lode over the next seven years, when Sale could be declared legally dead.

About this time, Dunkle began to work seriously on the geologic factors, the so-called ore controls, that influenced the distribution of ore at Kennicott. Empirically it was agreed that the ore occurred along steep northeast fissures; also that the bottom of the ore was generally 80-100 feet above the base of the host formation. The lowermost part of the formation was generally so barren of copper that it was called “the unfavorable time.” Although the barren and mineralized limestones were similar visually, Dunkle determined analytically that the barren limestone was nearly pure calcium carbonate, but the mineralized unit was a dolomite, containing magnesium as well as calcium. A few months later, Dunkle observed that the base of the ore, and other enlarged shoots along the veins, occurred where a broken, or brecciated, zone crossed the fissure at a high angle. These broken zones were nearly parallel to the sedimentary layering of the formation. The base of the ore almost always was a brecciated zone that was first called “The Bedding Plane” and later, at times, the “Flat Fault.”

At the time that Dunkle determined the relation
of ore to dolomite, he was still on good terms with the mine crew at the Mother Lode, although Birch was not. Dunkle was allowed underground to look, and, at the Mother Lode, the ore also was in dolomite. By the time he had deduced the relation between ore and the “bedding plane” fault, Dunkle was also persona non grata at the Mother Lode and was refused underground access. He had to return to Kennecott without the hoped for observations, unfed, and at 25 degrees below zero. In the spring of 1913, Dunkle was able to make surface observations that showed wide low-angle breccia zones on about half of the Azurite claim, owned by Birch, and the Marvelous claim of the Mother Lode. He calculated that the small ore body then being mined at the Mother Lode was about 1,100 feet above the base of the copper host formation. He thought that there could be a huge ore body below.

Correspondence between Birch and Dunkle in late 1913 and early 1914 indicates that the Mother Lode matter was of significant concern at headquarters. In a confidential letter sent to Dunkle early in 1914, Birch requested: “On this same map I wish the workings of both the Jumbo and the Bonanza; and where the Mother Lode people are working. Give courses and distances wherever you can. After you have made this map I would like one showing where the workings of the Bonanza mine would intercept the Mother Lode location if it continues on the same strike and dip as the present workings indicate, and at what depth below the Mother Lode workings . . . Keep this information to yourself and only consult Mr. Seagrave as to what you are doing.”

The uncertainty caused by the chalcocite problem caused Kennecott to temporarily hold a conservative course on property acquisition—in effect, to minimize losses if Graton was right. The purchase of the Mother Lode was deferred. During the early years, especially before the adjudication of the Sale estate, Mother Lode shares were freely available at 10-15 cents per share. By the time Kennecott acquired a controlling 50 percent interest in Mother Lode in about 1919, share prices had escalated to $18.

Dunkle next saw Mother Lode in 1924, after the formation of the Mother Lode Coalition Mines joint venture: “. . . an orebody about one thousand feet long and up to 80 feet wide of almost solid glance [chalcolite] had been exposed there. It extended to hundreds of feet above the base of the dolomite and, I believe, was the largest single body of such high-grade copper ore ever discovered anywhere.”

Dunkle left Kennecott for a period in early 1916, indirectly because of problems in recovery of the copper ore at Kennecott. As mining got underway, it became evident that there was a great deal of copper carbonate ore, brilliantly colored malachite and azurite, even in the deeper workings. The earliest built mill at the mine concentrated so-called disseminated ores by gravity. Dense chalcocite was separated from less dense limestone and dolomite with jig and table concentrators. Almost all the copper carbonate ore, however, went through the mill to tailings. The loss was on the order of twenty-five percent of the total ore. A brilliant young mill man (metallurgist), E. T. Stannard, had been working on problems at the concentrator at the Guggenheim mine at Braden in Chile. Birch proposed to bring Stannard to Kennecott at a salary of $500 per month to work on the concentrator. Seagrave asked Dunkle for his opinion: Earl thought, “He’d be a very poor mill man if he couldn’t save that much in this mill.”

Stannard came to Alaska and solved all milling problems. He installed the new process of oil flotation at both Kennecott and Beatson, and discovered two ways to solve the copper carbonate problem. He reacted the carbonate fines with sodium sulfide and ammonium polysulfide, which formed a thin copper sulfide coating on the carbonates, in effect fooling the flotation circuit. More importantly he designed and built the first successful ammonia-based copper leach plant. Total recovery in the mill went from seventy-five to less than ninety-five percent.

Stannard had definitely paid his way, and also had moved closer to Stephen Birch. Although Stannard did not have Birch’s management ability and style, Birch respected Stannard’s meticulous planning and record-keeping. Moreover, in many respects Stannard was a capable administrator, as well as a brilliant engineer. Birch selected Stannard to groom as his successor. By 1916, Stannard was in a strong enough position within the company to make a power play. In part using the tremendous wartime demand for copper, Stannard convinced Birch that the old practical miner Seagrave should be replaced by a younger technically educated manager. Stannard himself, who would increase the productivity of the mines. At that time, Seagrave was general mine man-
In 1929, Dunkle undertook his longest and most complex examination for Birch. He was in Africa for nearly nine months. It must have been an incredible trip, traveling mostly by train from Cape Town to Johannesburg to Elisabethville (now Lubumbashi), back to the Transvaal, again north to Elisabethville, then probably to Okiep north of Cape Town, before returning to America in December.45

The trip was partly a Kennecott and Yale reunion. At one mine he saw A. B. Emery, who briefly preceded Seagrave as general manager at Kennecott. He also met his old Kennecott and Yale friends David D. Irwin and H. D. Smith. Irwin was opening the Roan Antelope in the Belgian Congo (now the Democratic Republic of Congo). Smith was beginning a career with Newmont to take over African mines, first at Okiep.46

On Dunkle's return to New York, in addition to recommending investment in some of the promising mines that were in the construction stage, he urged acquisition by KCC of early-stage chrome, copper, and gold prospects in Rhodesia (Zimbabwe). Murry Guggenheim and Birch generally favored expansion and considered the acquisitions favorably. Stannard did not want African operations but favored buying into African operating companies and forming a copper producer's cartel.47 Stannard's plan won out, although the effects of the depression made everything moot for years in Africa and Kennecott ultimately disposed of its unprofitable depression-era African investments.48

In 1930, Dunkle permanently severed his ties to Kennecott and went on his own. He maintained a friendship with Birch until Birch's death in 1940, while continuing a rather cautious relationship with Birch's successor Stannard until his death in 1949.

In the post-Kennecott years Dunkle had one great success at the Lucky Shot Mine.49 This success led him into aviation, where with Steven Mills, Charley Ruttan, and Jack Waterworth, he founded Star Air Service, the direct ancestor of Alaska Airlines.50 After the death of Florence in 1931, Dunkle married again, to Gladys “Billie” Borthwick Rimer whom he first met in Africa in 1929.51

The odds in mining always favor failure, and Dunkle failed with hard rock and placer operations at Flat, Alaska. Dunkle lost a small fortune in attempting to operate Golden Zone, the best prospect that he had found on the 1915 examination of the
Post Cards, WED to father, John Wesley Dunkle, and brother L. D. Dunkle, 1929, on board RMS Windsor Castle and from Elisabethville (Lubumbashi, Republic of Congo).
From top to bottom:
RMS Windsor Castle
Standard Bank, Elisabethville (?).
Native blacksmiths and forge
Broad Pass District. At Lucky Shot, Dunkle had almost perfect depression-era timing, opening the mine in 1931. At Golden Zone, he collided with and lost to the economics of World War II. The mine opened in 1941. With partners Glen Carrington and L. C. Thomson, Dunkle had a moderate success in a placer mine venture at Caribou Creek in the Kantishna District, a mine that continued to operate for two years after the war.

In later life, Dunkle gathered material for a book about the early Kennecott days and his own life. He found support from Mt. McKinley explorer Brad Washburn. Washburn even lined up an editor and publisher for Dunkle, but in 1954 Dunkle postponed the book and embarked on a last project, the Broad Pass coal ( lignite) field. At the end, in 1957, he was working on an innovative coal drier. On September 29th, Dunkle left his camp at Colorado Station to search for a water supply for a full-scale coal processing plant. He did not return. After a massive unsuccessful search by civilian volunteers and troops from Ft. Richardson, two friends, Howard Bowman and Gren Collins, found Dunkle's body on the trail buried under a few inches of snow. Dunkle left a rich legacy to Alaska. The legacy is more in a style of life, diligently pursued, than in material possession.
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